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WASP TRAP - bottle / holder to the PET bottle
The trap protects against intrusive insects in
gardens, balconies, gazebos and anywhere
those uninvited “guests” are buzzing around. It
works without chemicals. As a lure can be applied
fruit syrup, juice or other sweet, preferably
fermenting beverages.

WINDOW NETS
White or black weatherproof net that can be
fixed into the window frame by a self-adhesive
zip. We offer nets in three sizes: 90x150 cm,
130x150 cm, 180x150 cm.
Protection against annoying insects such are
flies, mosquitoes, moths, spiders and wasps.
Net can be easily removed and reset for
washing (30° C) or during winter.

GARDEN LINE

TRAP FOR MOLES AND VOLES
The galvanized and the black coated trap is
based on the principle of the jaw pliers where
the strong spring presses them together. There
is also a safety trigger in the middle of the jaw
pliers. When moles and voles regularly clean
their tunnels, the trap is activated and catches
them.

Rodent bait station 2 in 1
A modern plastic bait station for mice and other
kinds of small rodents. It is key lockable, i.e.
maximal safety. Adhesive trap against crawling
insects is included.

HUMANE MOLE AND VOLE TRAP
A humane tube trap for moles and voles
captures the mole alive so it may be transported elsewhere. The trap is made of high quality
and solid plastic, there are used zinc plated
flaps without surface treatment. The product
can be used over again.

FLORABAND - Glue arrows for flower
protection
Set of 5 yellow arrows that are glued together.
The adhesive arrows are stuck to the soil nearby
plants. The insects are attracted to yellow
colour of the arrows.

ARBOBAND - Plant and tree protection glue
trap
Set of 5 boards that are glued together as
FloraBand. The glue traps are hung with the
string or hook nearby the plant or directly onto
the plants or trees. The traps can be used all
inside, in green-houses and outside. The pests
are attracted by the colour of the boards. We
offer them in yellow, white or blue colour.

NEWS
Grafting wax - cup / tube
Convenient sealant with addition of beeswax is
for grafting and treating tree wounds, which
provides a barrier that prevents moisture loss.
"A tree balm" helps trees to recover from
pruning wounds or tree damage or one year
old scion wood.

FRUTABAND - Glue strips for protection of
fruit trees against creeping pests
Two pieces of strips, each of them consists of
two stripes that are glued together. The pack
contains 4 glued strips sized 540x150 mm. The
trap creates a barrier that does not allow
creeping insects to come in the tree-top and
damage fruits.

FORMITOX EXTRA - A bait for ants - powder
/ chalk
Formitox extra effectively exterminates and
gets rid of all kinds of ants. Ants often enter
buildings in search of food and water, warmth
and shelter. The formulation attracts ants
quickly and it is fast acting. After the ants feed
on the bait, the insects die.

VERMIFIX - Glue for plant and tree protection - spray / cup / tube
Specially developed and certified glue for plant
and tree protection against creeping and flying
insects.

RATASTOP - A fluorescent soft bait for rodents
Rodenticidal bait in the form of paste in singledose pouches, kills the house mouse and the
brown rat. Use the bait in the Papírna Moudrý
2v1 plastic bait stations.

Papírna Moudrý, s.r.o. is a leading pest control manufacturer.
The company has successfully continued the long tradition of production
of fly ribbons and glue traps in the region of South Moravia. Our family
business was founded in 1991 and over time has become one of the
largest producers of flytraps in the world. All our adhesives traps are
poison-free and environmentally friendly.
We offer comprehensive solutions for households and businesses who
fight with troublesome insects and rodents. We have also expanded
our portfolio with tree and plant protection products for orchards and
gardeners.
The company employs up to 100 workers in two shifts during the
season. We distribute our products to 40 countries around the world.
You can find us in Židlochovice, located in the southeast of the Czech
Republic.
Papírna Moudrý, s.r.o., Nádražní 56, 667 01 Židlochovice, Czech Republic
tel.: +420 547 231 064, e-mail: moudry@moudry-cz.com
www.moudry-cz.com
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ECOSTRIPE ATTRACTIVE - Flycatcher
Double sided adhesive paper strip with attractant
guaranteeing efficient trapping of houseflies
(Musca domestica). Packaging is 4 pcs, 5 pcs,
10 pcs or 100 pcs in the box.

SILVERBAND - Trap for Silverfish
Trap folded into a triangular shape - the inside
surfaces are coated with a non-toxic and
environmentally safe glue which efficiently
catches and holds silverfishes. (Lepisma
saccharina).

WOODEN MOUSE AND RAT TRAP - plywood
or beech wood base
Standard traditional wooden mouse/rat trap.
It has a small flat wooden base, a spring trap
and wire fastenings. Use cheese, salami,
bacon, nuts or other sweet smelling food as a
bait. Set the trap after the bait is applied.

VETROBAND - Window flycatcher
One sided adhesive strip with attractant for all
kind of insect flying on windows, specially
house flies and common fruit flies. The trap has
a red tape on the reverse side to be fixed onto a
window.

STABLEBAND / STABLEBAND MINI - Flytrap
for use in stables and cowsheds
One sided adhesive band wrapped into a roll
with hanger to hang it up easily at a suitable
place. The trap is effective for flying insects,
especially house flies (Musca domestica) in stables
and cowsheds. We offer two dimensions 10 x 0,3 m
and 5 x 0,15 m.

PLASTIC MOUSE TRAP
This lightweight snapping mousetrap consists
of a set of plastic jaws operated by the coiled
spring and triggering mechanism inside the
jaws, where the bait is held. It is easy to draw
the trap and apply a bait. Use cheese, salami,
bacon, nuts or other sweet smelling food as a bait.

FLY STICK - Handy trap for fruit flies and
house flies
A rigid cylinder fly trap with glue and
attractant (no chemicals added). The Fly Stick
is a suitable alternative to the standard roll
type flypaper applicable for food handling
areas. It catches fruit flies, house flies, and other
flying insects.

INSECTBAND - Trap for cockroaches and
creeping insects
InsectBand can be used at places where
cockroaches (Blatella gemanica) and related
insects make an unwelcome appearance - in
kitchens, dining rooms, storerooms and others.

METAL MOUSE/RAT TRAP
Standard traditional spring mouse/rat trap
with jagged edge and heavy duty metal base
and spring. Use cheese, salami, bacon, nuts or
other sweet smelling food as a bait. Set the trap
after the bait is applied.

FEROKAP - Pheromone adhesive tape for
monitoring food moths
Double sided adhesive strip containing pheromone which is specifically effective on food
moth males of genera Ephestiaelutella, Ephestia
kuehniella, Ephestia cautella and Plodia
interpunctella. It contains attractant which
guarantees effcient trapping of the housefly
too.

RATRAP - Glue for rodents and insects
The glue is used for catching mice, rats and
insects. While handling spread the glue on a
non-absorbing flat material as carton, plastic
foil, wooden board etc. It is necessary to make
a flat layer of the glue sized 20x20 cm. Some
suitable bait can be added onto the glue layer.

HOUSE-SHAPED MOUSE TRAP
This is a zinc plated wire cage trap. It is designed to catch mice or other small rodents alive.
Traps should be placed where rodents are likely
to occur, but out of the reach of children and
pets. Mice can easily detect the smell of humans,
so wear gloves when handling the trap or putting
some bait inside.

FEROBAND - Pheromone adhesive strip
for monitoring food moths
One sided adhesive strip that contains pheromone specifically effective for catching food
moths males of genera Ephestia elutella,
Ephestia kuehniella, Ephestia cautella and
Plodia interpunctella.

RATABOOK - Glue board for catching insects
and rodents
Extremely effective, not toxic, poison free and
eco friendly sticky trap in the shape of a book
for trapping crawling insects and rodents. You can
use it in many places - homes, kitchens, cafeterias,
stores, stables, warehouses, factories, shops etc.

MOUSE TRAP METAL - black extra easy
This is a jaw spring mousetrap made of metal.
Insert a suitable bait, then stretch the trap and
secure it. Cheese, sausage, bacon, nuts or even
sweet smelling foods can be used as a perfect
bait.

DRESSBAND - Pheromone adhesive strip
for monitoring clothes moths
Cardboard strip folded into a triangular shape the inside surfaces are coated with a non-toxic
and environmentally safe pheromone glue
which efficiently catches and holds cloth moth
males of Tineola bisselliella.

RATABAND - Glue board for catching insects
and rodents
Extremely effective, not toxic, poison free and
eco friendly sticky trap for trapping of crawling
insects and rodents. You can increase the
attractiveness of the trap by adding appropriate bait like a nut, cheese, bacon, etc.

FLYSWATTERS
Plastic flyswatter in five options - yellow, red,
green, blue and black. Our flyswatters have
a time-proved shape and they are made from
quality plastic materials.

